For the super user privilege control problem in system services, a user permission isolation method is proposed. Based on virtualization technology, the permission limited environments are constructed for different users. According to privilege sets, the users, mapping relations are built among users, isolated domains and program modules. Besides, we give an algorithm for division of program permissions based on Concept Lattices. And the security strategies are designed for different isolated domains. Finally, we propose the implications of least privilege, and prove that the method eliminates the potential privileged users in system services.
Introduction
Currently, most of the operating systems (OSs) use identity-based authorization mechanism, and super user has all the permissions of the whole OS [1] . Once intruders get the identity of super user, they will get complete control of OS [2, 3] . For example, a flaw in SENDMAIL prohibits the setuid operation, which results in the revocation of root privileges fails and intruders may use the flaw [3] .
In OS, users access resources through processes. However, the system services have the specificity of running in the privileged kernel space. Once there are security vulnerabilities in service programs, the guest users will gain access to the privileged kernel space through system services. As a result, guest users will be able to access all system resources. In this case, guest becomes a potential super user. According to statistics, there will be a vulnerability at least per thousand lines of codes, so the potential super user is inevitable  .
For potential super user problem, a user permission isolation method is proposed in the paper. The permission limited environments are constructed for users with different permissions. Then we give a formal security policies and an algorithm for division of program permissions. Finally, we propose the implications of least privilege, and prove that the method eliminates the potential super users in system services.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic definition of the system. Section 3 presents user space isolation model (USIM), designs security policies and the algorithm for division of program permissions. Section 4 analyzes the proposed method. Section 5 describes related work. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in the last section.
Basic Definitions
The basic formal definitions are as follows. 
When a user u starts a process p, p inherits the permissions from u. When a process q forks a child process p, p inherits the permissions from parent process q. Definition 2 ,
In state s, from the view of M, space represent set of objects which subject  has non-empty permissions to access. We call it permission space (PS). In the classical Windows or Linux OS, PS can be divided into two categories, one is privileged space 
. That is, the permission space must satisfy the inclusion relation if two subjects meet the inheritance relation. Obviously, the permissions of a process must inherit from the parent process or the user who starts it.
According to permission inheritance relation, , since 0
, since Definition 4, we have
Hence, we get
The theorem indicates that if user has access to a program which runs in privileged space, elevates the privileges of his own. In this case, if is a guest user, he will become a potential super user. The theorem proved that the potential super user does exist. Similarly, a guest user who has less permissions can get more authority from the guest user which has more permissions through penetration into the program.
In proof of theorem 1, if 0 R u U  does not hold, the conclusion will not hold. Hence, we get a new idea that we can create a copy of the program which runs in unprivileged space. And the user access to the program will be redirected to the copy; the potential super user problem will be solved. That is the core idea of this paper.
User Isolation Method
Multi-user remote logon procedure in Linux OS is as follows. First, login process authenticates users' identity. Then, login process creates the shell for different users. Based on remote login procedure, this section gives the user space separation model (USIM).
User Space Separation Model
As shown in Figure 1 , USIM is divided into three layers: basic function layer, isolation management layer, virtual execution layer.
As the basis of division of the system program, USIM constructs isolated domains for different categories of users and provides security management functions. The functions of three layers in USIM are as follows.
1) Basic function layer Basic function layer processes the access request first, for example, the user identity authentication. Then, encapsulate the layer-related security context information. At last, send the information to isolation management layer.
2) Isolation management layer This layer is responsible for context management, virtualization management and policy management. It is mainly to address how to construct user isolated domains which does not interfere each other, and to ensure the user's permissions are restricted in the domain.


Context Management
Context Management maintains current context information about active users, manages the mapping relation between the users and isolated domains. Moreover, IJCNS it encapsulates the necessary security context again, and sends to the virtualization layer.

Virtualization Management Virtualization Management is responsible for managing the virtual environment. In a virtual environment, three main aspects should be considered, including the executive program virtualization management, network connectivity reconstruction management and resources management. The three mechanisms are discussed in another paper, which are not the focus of the paper.
Policy Management Policy Management is responsible for policy formulation and configuration, including the permission set of users and programs, the communication policy and security policy adjustment.
3) Virtual execution layer It constructs the executive subject for the isolated domain. Each domain is corresponding to an active process in OS. It realizes the users' rights isolation through the isolated processes.
We give the formal definition of the isolated domain as follows. Before constructing a DOM, in the actual application process, we classify the users to several sets according to user categories. For example, we do operation to classify the users in accordance with user role. We give the algorithm for constructing a DOM as shown in Figure 2 .
Security Policy
Information flow among domains may elevate the privileges. However, normal information flow does exist to complete the task. This section gives the security policies to prevent the privilege elevation.
Rule 1 Inter-domain communication rule 1 2 , Inter-domain communication is permitted only if the source DOM's permission set dominate the target set. The communication initiated by target DOM which is dominated, may result in the privilege elevation, so must be forbidden.
Rule 2 Communication rule between DOM and unrelated process
If 
Module Partition Based on Concept Lattice
A few existing researches have provided some methods for constructing an environment to prevent privilege elevation. For example, Price [4] used the way that directly running a copy of the program in the virtual environment. However, the above method is not suitable to multi-user services programs, such as FTP. First, each user runs the same program; some users will get more permissions than necessary. Second, several copies of the program run simultaneously will result in performance lost in OS. Hence, the paper proposes the division method for program permissions based on Concept Lattice. It is the premise of building a virtual environment.
Concept lattice is a conceptual hierarchy according to binary relation between objects and properties. We define a program fragment as the object in concept lattice, the property as permission. By looking for the same permissions in program fragments, we achieve the division aim. The basic concepts of concept lattice are as follows [5] .
Definition 7 Permission context is a triple  
, , I PRI R . I is the set of program fragments which are composed of one or more functions.
is the relation between
 is the public permissions set in fragments.
 is the public program fragments set in permissions. Partial order relation between concepts: , ,
. 1 is called sub-concept, 2 is called parent concept. 
, the set of C is called a Concept Division . A concept corresponds to a program module which is composed of fragments. Hence, concept division is also bound to the corresponding to module partition. Therefore, to achieve a reasonable program partition, we should just find the concept division. Algorithm for module partition is as shown in Figure 3 .
The solution based on the above algorithm is often not unique. Each concept division corresponds to a module partition. Reference [6] gives a method to distinguish which partition method is more targeted, and we will not go further on this issue.
Security Analysis
Buyens [6] gives a standard to test whether a program design meets the principle of least privilege (PLP), that is if and only if each component meets PLP. DOM is the 
basic unit of service programs, so we think it should include three aspects in PLP.
1) Isolation Requirements. Users complete their task in an isolated environment, and the information exchange between internal and external environment must be controlled.
2) Permissions Limited. The users' permissions are necessary, and there are no more authorizations than necessary.
3) Resource Access Restricted. Resources in isolated environment should be protected to prohibit external access. In addition, users in isolated environment can not access resources outside to prevent privilege elevation.
For isolation requirements, any two different DOMs belong to two different processes, so OS realizes the isolation of DOM. Communication between different DOMs relies on rules 1 and rule 2 to prevent external interference. Therefore, USIM achieves the isolation requirements.
For permissions limited, USIM realizes program partition based on concept lattice. First, ,
, hence the set C must satisfy . Second, the permissions of a user u in DOM satisfy 
For Resource Access Restricted requirement, security policies prohibit external users accessing resources in DOM. Besides, rules 3 and rule 4 ensure that users in DOM can only access resources corresponding to DOM. Therefore, USIM meets the resource access restricted requirement.
Finally, USIM meets the requirements of PLP, and therefore can eliminate the potential super users in a service program.
However, in order to realize the program partition, we have to clear the source codes of the program, which is a limitation of USIM.
Related Work
Least privilege is the classic method to achieve permissions restriction [7, 8] . Chen proposed a check method for against PLP [9] . It achieves policy compliance checks by intercepting system call. However, in OS, the user in process context is the one who starts the process. For the case multiple users process a system service, it is impossible to distinguish the different users through users' identity.
Privilege separation is a privilege restricted method by partitioning the program into several modules [10] . Douglas proposed an idea that partitioning an application into two parts [11] , a privilege server and the main application without privilege respectively. However, it is difficult to develop appropriate partitioning strategy. David inherited the idea, and partitioned the program into the privilege monitor and slave without privilege [12] .
Virtualization provides each user a runtime environment by virtualization technology. Jail [13, 14] provides an operating system virtualization layer technology for FreeBSD. The access is limited to Jail, and the information flow inside and outside of Jail is forbidden. However, it is a full-virtualization technology, for each Jail must have a copy of system resources. It reduces the efficiency of the OS. Similarly, Solaris Zone [4] took this idea. FVM [15] is a feather-weight Windows based virtual machine. It achieves the isolation by the namespace virtualization. However, these studies can not solve users' permissions isolation in the same program problem.
Conclusion and Future Work
For potential super user problem, the paper introduces a user permission isolation method. Based on Concept Lattices, the algorithm for division of program permissions is proposed. Using virtualization technology, USIM constructs the permission limited environments for different users. Besides, we develop security strategies for USIM. Finally, we prove that USIM meet the principle of least privilege, and the method eliminates the potential privileged users in system services.
